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Chapter three

Perpetuation of Social Hierarchy through Marriage 1
3.1

Marriage politics of free descent families

Marriages are an important means of demarcating status groups in Marovato. Tompon-tany
parents {ray aman-dreny)2 are particularly careful in selecting marriage partners for their
children. Generally, the father is responsible for finding his children marriage partners. The
tompon-tany of Marovato have clearly defined and detailed criteria for selecting spouses for
their children. For their sons, they seek out wives who work hard and have the ability to
provide the family with offspring. A woman who has children from a former relationship
also qualifies as a good candidate, as she has already proven her fertility. Physical strength is
the quality most appreciated by the tompon-tany in the potential husband, as it holds the best
promise of a good breadwinner. After marriage, the couple commonly resides virilocal.
The tompon-tany'% primary pre-occupation when classifying people as suitable or unsuitable
marriage partners can be summarised in the following sentence that I often heard
pronounced by the tompon-tany. "Tsy maintsy mitoiy fira^anana ny fianakaiiana roa tonta eo
amin'ny fanambadiana, tsy maintsy sainy olona madio" ("the two families shall share the same
ancestry and be pure people"). Here, the totrrpon-tany cleady express the wish to wed their
children within their own status group. In order to achieve this, the tompon-tany father
inquires into the social origin and family tomb of the marriage candidate. If, for example,
he is seeking a bride for his son, he will only contact the family of the potential bride if he
is convinced that she is of free descent. All parents claiming free origin, whether tompon-tany
or migrant, stress the father's responsibility to exclude "impure people" as marriage
partners. They say the "Malagasy customs" (fombagasy) prescribe this.
Totnpon-tany parents take great pride in arranging the marriages for their children and even
insist on selecting a suitable wife for their eldest son. 3 They claim this is done to satisfy the
wishes of the ancestors and to create "friendship" (fihavananaf with other tompon-tany
families in Marovato and neighbouring villages.5 Marriage, just like vaki-ra ("ritual kinship"),
is seen as a means of binding families together. In Marovato, inter-marriage has closely
intertwined all of the tompon-tany families into a larger network. Thus, by arranging their
1

This chapter is based on my 1992 field work.

2

Kay aman-dreny literally means "fathers and mothers". In matters concerning marriage politics in Marovato,
ray aman-dreny principally refers to the fathers of the households or the eldest of the larger family unit.
3

More recendy, boys of tompon-tany families occasionally find their own marriage candidates. However, their
fathers will only consent to the marriage when free descent is demonstrated through die candidate's family
tomb.

4

Fihavanana refers to the sentiment of being part of one big family, the word bavana means "family" (Spindler
1999: 3). Rabenoro (1986: 146) decribes film<anana as follows: "Amitié et fraternité humaine et aussi
bienveillance ct tolerance envers les autres hommes: e'est le concept sur lequel reposent la philosophic et la
civilisation malgaches".
5

The creation of marital ties between members of tompon-tany families and kin from their wives' side is also
common. I his is important for dieir social networks, as die number of direct family of tompon-tany leaders is
generally limited to their brothers and sisters. It suggests an absence of family networks prior to arrival in the
extreme Southern Highlands (see chapter ten). Apart from their first marriage, which often was already
concluded previous to moving the Marovato region, tompon-tany family leaders commonly married women
from the region between Fianarantsoa and Ambalavao.
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children's marriages, tompon-tanj fathers are attempting to achieve two goals: the exclusion
of candidates of slave descent and the consolidation of to/npon-tany in ter- family solidarity.
Parents of migrant families in East Marovato are less selective in choosing marriage
partners. The primary consideration is material wealth of the candidate's family. Ideally,
they would prefer to marry their children off to local tornpon-Iany families, but
unsurprisingly, this remains largely an unfulfilled wish due to the to/npon-tany desire to intramarry. A more realistic aim is to ensure marriage with other "pure people". In practice,
migrant parents of East Marovato accept their sons' proposed candidates, provided free
descent is demonstrated. "Malagasy customs" is the source relied upon to justify the
practice of arranged marriages for the daughter, as it is considered improper for the girl to
select her own marriage partner.
When a suitable candidate is selected, the respective parents, or family members acting on
their behalf, start negotiating the "bride price" (ta/idrd). Villagers say the tandra compensates
the bride's family for the fact that the girl will join her husband's family upon marriage.
Having the best kabary ("long rhetoric monologues") performers improves a family's
prospects of a satisfactory bride price arrangement since kabary capacities are highly valued.
The content of the bride price hinges on the economic situation of both families. It ranges
from two or three zebus in relatively rich families to a few chickens in less affluent families.
The bride price is collected by the father of the groom, with the financial backing of his
cognates. Both brothers and, to a lesser extent, sisters, contribute to the bride price. When
he does not have cognates living in the vicinity, this requirement can prove to be far more
problematic. In such cases, the father often has to turn to other relatives for contributions.
Failing this, he might arrange to redeem the bride price obligation in instalments.
The bride price is used as an effective tool to prevent undesired marriages. If, for example,
a father is unsatisfied with a potential bride proposed by his son, he announces that he will
not provide the bride price. The son, being in no position to collect it himself, generally
feels obliged to cancel the relationship. This explanation is often given by youngsters in
Marovato for the sudden rupture of liaisons. The bride price also plays a crucial role in the
dissolution of marriages. To better understand the procedures of marriage dissolution one
has to distinguish between unregistered, traditional marriages and registered, church
marriages.
Both free descent and andevo villagers informed me that, according to "Malagasy customs",
it is the bride price payment which confers public legitimacy upon the marriage. These
marriages are rarely recorded in the government vital statistics registry. People say that tihey
don't bother registering so as to avoid the cost of any future divorce proceedings. Couples
who wish to wed in a church ceremony must register with the vital statistics registry.
According to Marovato couples who have been married in the church the church
ceremony increases the chances a marriage will last.6
Remaining childless or a wife being beyond her fertility years are grounds for marriage
dissolution, as is failure by the husband's family to make the bride price instalment. This
latter cause entitles the parents-in-law to reclaim their daughter in order to marry her off to
6

My research confirms these statements. Official marriages generally last about four years longer than
traditional ones. Of the 84 married Marovato couples, 14 married in the church (in Ambalavao and
Fianarantsoa). Six of the couples from die latter group are from the tompon-tany family of Ratema, and the
others are recent migrants. After the marriage, they never attended church again. All say that Christianity
plays no role in their daily lives.
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someone capable of paying the bride price. Responsibility for dissolution of the marriage is
a matter to be settled between fathers of the marriage partners. They negotiate how much
of the initial bride price should be reimbursed by the wife's family in order to re-establish
her status as an unmarried woman. If the marriage is recent and there are n o children, the
father of the wife may be ordered to repay the entire bride price. The amount of restitution
decreases with the number of marriage years and children born into the marriage. Once the
refund is arranged, the wife is free to return to her parents. If the separated couple has
children under the age of ten, the mother will take them with her. But, once the children
get older, they return to their father to assist with family chores. This also is said to be
"Malagasy custom". Exceptions to this rule are nevertheless very common, particulady in
cases where the marriage is dissolved by consent.
The bride price is not only important to create, prevent and dissolve marriages. Fathers
also use it to pressure their children to remain in marriages they would prefer to end. If the
spouses notify their respective families that they wish to separate, their fathers will meet to
discuss the situation. When they prefer not to dissolve the marriage, they simply inform
their children that they were unable to reach a bride price repayment arrangement. Without
this refund, the marriage dissolution cannot satisfy the requirements of "Malagasy
customs". The couple consequendy must remain married. In the reverse scenario, where
the fathers of the married couple want the relationship to end, such as in cases where the
couple fails to produce offspring, the bride price can also be used strategically: The fathers
discuss its refund. Once they have reached an agreement, they simply inform their children
that their marriage is over.
Crossing the conceptual boundary between "pure people" and "impure people" in
marriage is still taboo for free descent family members, but status groups within the "pure
people" category {andriana, hora and olompotsy) are allowed to intermarry.
The extent to which "pure people" status groups marry endogamous largely depends on
the strictness of the family leader. Tompon-tany Andria.be and Rafidy Andriana, for example,
adhere strongly to the idea that andriana should only marry andriana. This belief led Rafidy
Andriana to condemn and take harsh action against his eldest son Raboba (61).
In 1976, Raboba chose Razafy as his fifth marriage partner after four unhappy
unions arranged by his father. Rafidy Andriana fiercely opposed the marriage, as
Razafy was of olompotsy ("commoner descent") origin. Raboba defied his father's
orders and married her, as he was in a position to pay for the bride price himself.
Rafidy Andriana regarded this lack of filial respect as a grave offence. Matters
worsened when he came to the conclusion that the dispute was diminishing his
prestige as village leader. His vaki-ra brother Ratema recalled the incident: "All
tompon-tany of the village council wondered how he would be able to lead the whole
village when he was not even able to control his own son." T o prevent any further
loss of face, Rafidy Andriana heavily sanctioned his son. He disinherited him and
removed him as successor as the next head of the family. He then expelled his son
from the family compound in South Marovato. Raboba now lives with his children in
the Northern part of the village. T o complete the humiliation, Rafidy Andriana
refused Razafy entry to his family tomb (cf. chapter seven).
During the fourth month of my 1992 field work, Razafy died after a sixteen year
marriage to Raboba. When I discussed her death with Rafidy Andriana, he said:
7

Twelve of the fifty-three couples in the tompon-tany families are of mixed free descent.
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"Well, she was supposed to have died a long time ago. Right after she moved in with
Raboba I consulted the family ombiasy ("traditional healer") about this. He ordered
me to put fanafody gasy ("Malagasy medicine") in their house. 8 A relative of mine did
this about one year later. My ancestors agreed to this in a dream. You know that to
disobey your parents is a serious sin for which you have to pay a high price.
Everybody knows this." The body of Razafy was transported to Ambalavao and
buried in the family tomb of her father.
Not all tompon-tany elders share the rigid attitude of Rafidy Andriana. Ragaby holds a
contrary view. H e is of okmpotsy origin and allows his children to choose their own
marriage partners. His cousin married a woman who was publicly accused of slave origin
prior to the marriage. This and other marriages between "pure people" and "impure
people" will be discussed in the next section.
3.2

Crossing the conceptual boundary

Fathers of andevo households in Western Marovato arrange marriages for both their
daughters and sons. This is not because they want to exercise influence upon their children,
but out of fear that their children might remain unmarried. Because they are labelled andevo
and "impure people", they are considered inappropriate marriage partners for free descent
families. As a consequence, one would expect them to arrange weddings with other andevo
families in Western Marovato. This, however, is not the case, because most of them deny
their ascribed andevo status. As Velo (cf. chapter two) commented: "As I said, we are not
andevo. I would never wed my children to other people here in the maloto part since they
actually are andevo."
Velo cleady stresses the idea shared by other inhabitants of Western Marovato, i.e. that by
marrying other ascribed ankvo in Western Marovato they would admit to their alleged
"impure" origin. Therefore, most andevo fathers seek partners for their children outside
Marovato. This is a somewhat complicated enterprise since their "polluted" identity is
notorious in the Marovato region. There is also another practical issue to consider. If the
daughter adheres to the dominant Betsileo vinlocal pattern and leaves the village, the
parents will be deprived of the daughter's labour. 9 Andevo parents claim that their social
isolation prevents them from relying on others for help and stress that their survival
depends entirely upon resources within their own household. Ratsimbazafy (cf. chapter
two) and Sambo (see also infra) w h o live in Western Marovato, often complained about the
difficulties in finding marriage partners for their children and relatives. Some of these
conversations appear in the following cases.
Sambo (50) lives with his wife Ratsara (29), their daughter and Vaha (she is the
daughter of Ratsara's brother Niaina) in a little hut in Western Marovato. Next to it is
a tiny shed where Vita, daughter from a former marriage of Sambo, dwells with his
two stepsisters, Jana and Mamy. Vita, Jana and Mamy are between the ages of 15 and
17.

8

For more information on the utilisation of fanafody gasy, an euphemism for sorcery and occasionally
poisoning, see chapter seven.
9

Kottak (1980: 172) states on this issue: "... with the exception of slave descendants, postmarital residence is
almost universally virilocaL" Unfortunately, he does not explain the reasons why slave descendants do not
adhere to the dominant pattern.
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When I meet Sambo at the river on June 16, I ask him how his "daughters" are
doing. He replies that it is high time that Vita, J ana and Mamy get married, but that
he wants them to remain in Marovato because they need to work his land.10 They
work the manioc land that Sambo leases from Rafidy Andriana. When I ask him
whether this is actually possible, he responds with a silent glare. He shortly replies:
"Difficult, but tomorrow I will go to the market in Ambalavao to chase all the
available men in the region." He about-faces and walks away, carrying his two
buckets of water, which hang from either side of his shoulders at each end of a
wooden bar. Suddenly, he turns back and cryptically states: "Ny manangona tsy
mahaleo ny manahakd" ("Giving is easier than collecting").12 I assume he refers to the
Betsileo preference for virilocality.
The next day, Sambo leaves very early on his 40 kilometre walk to the town of
Ambalavao. One week later, he returns. When I ask him about the results of his
mission, he repeats his mantra: "Nj manangona tsy mahaleo ny manahakd' and departs
sullenly for his manioc field.
Ratsimbazafy is faced with a similar issue: rebellious daughters who desperately want
to get married.
July 11. Dusk is falling. I hurry home from the river, as night is rapidly falling. Just
before the village, I meet up with Ratsimbazafy and his daughter Raozy. I share a
little hut with Raozy and her sister and ask about our arrangements for the evening's
meal. It is obvious to me that I have interrupted something. While I am attempting
to excuse myself for speaking before properly greeting them, Ratsimbazafy interrupts
me: "As you know, I have seven girls. They constantly complain that they are not
married yet. They blame it all on me. Meanwhile, our family keeps on growing."
Raozy: "But we are all afraid that we will soon be too old to have children" Later
that evening Raozy explains: "I like a husband, but I need children. Everybody needs
children." 13
Thus, marriage is a troublesome issue for the andevo families in Marovato. When engaged in
the process of arranging marriages for their children, parents become painfully aware of
their ascribed social identity. Being labelled andevo hinders them in achieving life goals
which villagers of free descent take for granted. Getting married and having children are
the two principal goals named by youngsters, irrespective of status group, when asked to
express their desires for the future. As Raozy told me: "Other girls know mat they will get
married some day. I know that I most likely will not be able to, since nobody wants me.
Surely not when I wait for my father. But I know who I want to marry. When I tell you,

10
Sambo is often away from Marovato and therefore needs others to work the land for him. Initially, he said
he left the village to find a job, but later he explained his absences differently. Sambo: "Now and then the
police invite me to spend some time in die prison of Fianarantsoa. But everybody here knows diat one day I
will turn up again."
11

Andevo are not allowed to use the village well. They take their water from the Zomandao river (cf. chapter
four).
12

A more figurative translation might be "sowing is easier than harvesting".

13
In 1993 both Raozy and her sister Zoma (the third daughter of Ratsimbazafy and Lalao) give birth. They
bodi refuse to reveal the names of the babies' fathers (for more information on Raozy see chapter six).
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you will not believe me because it is impossible." Subsequently, during the evening
preceding my departure for the Netherlands, she confided in me. "I will many Lahy, Rafidy
Andriana's son." 14 Although this plan appeared virtually impossible under the 1992
Marovato social configuration, Raozy's sister Voahangy, surmounted the odds, marrying
someone of free descent.
Voahangy (24) married into the toinpon-tany family of Ragaby. His family compound is
located in North Marovato. It consists of various huts surrounding his brick house.
Voahangy and her husband Rakoto (41) dwell in a tiny hut just opposite the house of
Ragaby.
Ramosa and I visit them on June 2. The hut accommodates eight inhabitants:
Ragaby's cousin Rakoto, his wife Voahangy and their daughter. They each already
had one child prior to marriage. These children form part of their household, as do
two children of Rakoto's deceased sister. Maro, the father of Rakoto, also lives with
them. He is the brother of Ragaby. Rakoto came to Marovato in 1988. Despite his
short settlement history, he is perceived as tompon-tany due to his family affiliation
with Ragaby.
Rakoto was forced to flee his birthplace Ihosy, when he fell prey to catde thieves.
They burned his house to the ground. Rakoto was able to escape, but his wife
perished in the fire. Traumatised by the memory of this incident, he left Ihosy with
his father, whose wife also had recently deceased. They took Rakoto's only child
(who he just managed to save while running out of the burning house) and the two
children of his deceased sister. They all hoped that the setdement in Marovato would
provide them with a good future.
In 1991, Ragaby ordered his brother to find a wife for Rakoto. Maro contacted
several fathers with available daughters in the village, all of whom came from free
descent families. Unfortunately, the fathers of the eligible brides immediately refused
after a cursor}' review of Rakoto's financial position. Materially, he had nothing to
offer, since he had lost everything in the Ihosy fire. Maro: "It was difficult. I thought
I would never find a wife for my son. There was only one solution ... Western
Marovato!" It was late at night when Maro knocked on the door of Ratsimbazafy,
who had five daughters of marriageable age. Maro: "I only went after the villagers
had withdrawn on the grass mat for the night so they should not notice me." For
Ratsimbazafy, Maro's arrival was a dream come true since he had great difficulty in
finding husbands for his daughters. He selected Voahangy because she was the eldest
and already had one baby. Ratsimbazafy: "Rakoto is a good husband for her. She
remains in Marovato and I can call on her when her help is needed."
That same night the marriage arrangements were made. Ratsimbazafy settled for a
bride price of four chickens, and within the week Rakoto and Voahangy were
husband and wife. The marriage, however, was received as an affront by other
villagers of free descent. T o this day, the mention of this mixed marriage provokes
harsh criticism. Ragaby was the principal target of censure after the marriage, which
was considered to be a serious violation of fomba gasy ("Malagasy customs"). But
Ragaby remains stoic: "Fomba gasy} It is also fomba gasy that you can get cleansed by
the oldest member of the former royal family in Anjoma. I go to see him every week,

14

Hanambady an'iLa/r? alio, ny ^anak'RafidyAndriana.
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so everybody should be happy." This seemed sufficient to silence some villagers, but
did not prevent the tompon-tany nobility from speaking ill of Ragaby. N o t
unexpectedly, Rafidy Andriana is harshest in his criticism: "I am sure that my
ancestors will one day rectify this violation oifombagasy."
During my eady field work, this was the only mixed marriage of which I had been aware.
Later that year, Ramosa, my assistant, informed me that Ravonjy wanted to speak to me.
He lives in a village near Marovato. He insisted on meeting me at a secret place. Ramosa
and I accepted his preference for the bo^aka-üeld near the river. This bo^aka, or "grass", is
characterised by its thistled seeds, which easily stick to clothes and flesh and are very
difficult to remove. Almost nobody dares enter the field, so it serves as an ideal spot for
people who do not want to be seen.16
Ravonjy tells us that Rafidy Andriana has an andevo in his own family:17 "He
obviously did not check her out sufficiendy. I know for a fact that the wife of his
cousin is die sister of Lalao."
Lalao lives in Western Marovato with her husband Ratsimbazafy and nine children
(cf. chapter two and supra).
As Ramosa is very upset upon hearing the news, I decide to return to Marovato. He
obviously fears that Ravonjy is right and is even more concerned about the reaction
of his father. I try to console him and say that I do not believe that Lalao and Tsija
(27), the wife of Rafidy Andriana's cousin Rakazy (39), actually are sisters since I
have never seen them together.
July 12: Today there is a meeting of the elders from villages within proximity of
Marovato. They are discussing the case of Rakazy and Tsija. Tsija is now openly
acknowledged to be the sister of Lalao and therefore seen as an andevo, giving
credence to Ravonjy's accusation.
The elders rule that Rakazy and Tsija do not need to separate, which is normally
demanded when mixed couples are discovered. The elders came to this decision
because the couple already has two children Tsija and the children, however, would
not be allowed to enter Rafidy Andriana's family tomb.
Rakazy obviously had close bodily contact with Tsija and therefore, in the eyes of the
to/npoti-tanj, had himself become "impure". This raised the question of how he could
enter Rafidy Andriana's family tomb. When I ask Rafidy Andriana about this, he says
that when Rakazy dies he will be ritually cleansed by the oldest member of the
former royal family in Anjoma before being buried in the tomb. 1 also want to knowwhy it took so long for Rafidy Andriana to discover that Tsija was of slave descent.
His reply: "You ask too many questions."
July 16:1 notice Rakazy at riverside and gather sufficient courage to ask him his view
15
When I asked Rafidy Andriana to explain this remark he responded: "I still saw you burning your food last
week. You still have to learn the women things. These things oifombagasy will not yet be clear to you."
16
Provided you arc wearing shorts. When I returned to the village, my long trousers were covered with seeds.
This led to speculation as to what I had been up to prior to my arrival.
17
Statements like this were often made and must be considered as part of the social interactive dynamic of
claims and counter-claims concerning free/"pure" and slave/"impure" descent
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of the elders' ruling. Rakazy: "You probably think that I should be happy because
they said that I do not have to leave my wife. But my father is buried in Rafidy
Andriana's tomb and I want to be reunited with him when I die. Since I cannot take
my wife and children with me I will be alone. This I fear. It is not good to be alone. I
better try to find anomer wife and get children with her so I will not be alone,
later."18
After the public condemnation of Tsija as andevo and "impure person", mixed marriages
became the talk of the village. Gossip (resa-be) and "reality" seemed inseparable. I tried to
solve this methodological problem by double-checking claims and stories with many
informants. But, in the process, I realised drat it was not so much "true" or "untrue" which
was relevant. I had to focus my attention on the accusations themselves: Why were they
made and what were their consequences? It was quite obvious that the villagers expected
the andevo to behave in accordance with their inferior social status. It appeared just as
significant that the disclosure of supposed slave origin of a marriage partner led to
ostracising by the other villagers of free descent. Whether or not an accusation was
founded, its consequences were very real.
A hut in East Marovato attracted my attention as a result of the following comment uttered
by several villagers: "/msy o/ona rnaloto arny trano iry" ("there are impure people in the house
over there").
The one room hut is inhabited by Soja (28), his wife Tina (23) and their children.
Tina's fadier also lives with them.
Soja is member of a tompon-tanj family claiming noble {andriand) descent in Marovato.
After two failed marriages, he set his marital sights on Tina, who he met at the
market in the town of Fianarantsoa. He proposed the marriage to his eldest brother
Andriabe. Since the death of their parents, he had assumed responsibility for family
matters. Andriabe therefore also felt duty-bound to check the genealogies of the
marriage partners of his brothers and sister: "I am in charge of the family now. I
decide whether a marriage will actually take place. I check out the people who want
to marry into our family. If they are good people, I will arrange the bride price."
Taking his responsibilities to heart, Andriabe traced the social origin of Tina and was
shocked to discover that her family had no family tomb. This for him obviously
implied that she was of slave descent. He promptly called off the wedding. Soja did
not respect his brother's wish, Soja: "Tina was already pregnant, I did not want my
baby to become a child without a father. You probably have seen; there are many in
Western Marovato." Soja contacted Tina's father, who facilitated the marriage byaccepting a phased bride price redemption. He also insisted that his daughter
continue caring for him, as she had done since the death of his wife. He moved in
with the newly-wed couple.
It was Soja himself who recounted his personal history. Andriabe later provided a
similar version to me but added: "My family will never accept this olona maloto. She
does not belong with us. If Soja wants her, he has to leave us." Andriabe expelled
Soja from the family compound. He now lives in East Marovato. Andriabe also
withdrew financial support. Soja's poor housing conditions would appear to be a
direct result of this exclusion. Whereas his brothers and sister all live in comfortable
brick houses, he dwells in a hut that appears to be in a state of imminent collapse,
See chapter seven for more information on villager perception concerning ancestors and the hereafter.
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located o n a narrow strip of land. The remainder of the land he was previously
cultivating was reclaimed by his family. Soja is barely able to eke out a living from
this land. All household members are malnourished and the two children are
chronically ill. This misery does not overly disturb Andriabe: "There is only one
person to blame and that is Soja himself."
There is a hut in Western Marovato which resembles Soja's dwelling. Many villagers of free
descent are convinced that it accommodates a couple of mixed origin.
The hut is home for Masy (43), his wife Soavita (29), their children, two children
from a former marriage of Masy and two children of his deceased brother. After
having led a nomadic life, they arrived in Marovato. Masy: " D o you want to know
about migration? I know it all. We have moved all over the place since nobody
wanted us." Masy never explained the reasons behind being refused in so many
villages, but many free descent villagers in Marovato attribute this to Soavita's slave
origin. In 1987, Masy contacted his stepsister Bakoly in Marovato. She sympathised
with Masy's complicated situation and promised she would speak about it with her
husband Mitsiky. Mitsiky is a member of the to/npon-taiiy village council. At his wife's
insistence, he agreed to broach the issue with the other members. Mitsiky says that
they allowed Masy's family to setde in the village out of respect towards him. Rafidy
Andriana, member of the tompon-tatiy council, viewed the issue quite differently: "We
were pressured into accepting the family. It had nothing to do with respect." H e
refused to elaborate.
Masy's family was obliged to live in Western Marovato. They have one underfed
zebu which can be observed languishing in front of their hut, apparently too weak to
even move. Mitsiky did offer to lease them some land, Masy: "I had to refuse. We do
not have the means to pay for the land. We now depend largely on our zebu." Masy
milks it three times a day, seemingly against all odds, since the weakened animal is
hardly capable of producing any. The milk Masy tries to market is of a special brand,
as one villager explained: "You can see right through it. And we all know how this
was accomplished. Let's just say the Zomandao river helps him." Masy often is
absent for days at a time. He says this is due to extended departures necessary to find
customers.
Sambo's tribulations were not limited to his problems in arranging marriages for his
daughter and stepsisters. His alleged andevo status proved a most inconvenient label
hindering his own marriage plans.
When Ramosa and I go to visit Sambo and his wife Ratsara on the May 26, Sambo is not
home. Ratsara, and subsequendv, her brother Niaina, agreed to recount his tantara
("(hi)story").
For Sambo, married life is no bed of roses. He has married four times. In 1982, his
mind was set on marrying Ratsara. She claims to be olo/npotsy ("of commoner
descent"). Ratsara also desired Sambo as her husband but feared the reaction of her
oldest brother Niaina. Ratsara: "My parents died a long time ago. Niaina had to
arrange my marriage. I knew from the start that he would not like Sambo." She does
not explain why this is so. When I ask Niaina a few days later, he says: "She is quite
right to think that I did not like him. This marriage was out of the question. You
know that Sambo is olona maloto." He tried to persuade his sister by predicting she
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would face a life of grief and public ridicule. But Ratsara did not listen, and she
married Sambo. Ratsara: "Sambo decided that he would not need to pay the bride
price to people who do not like him. I accepted."
For seven years, Ratsara was ignored by her family. Even Niaina, who prior to the
marriage was very much attached to his sister, refused to speak to her. Niaina is well
aware of the pain he caused his sister, but: "she called it upon herself." However,
Niaina recanted eventually: "I was surprised to see they lasted that long. It could
even go on for longer. I do not want to die knowing that she hates me." Niaina
eventually preferred to bun- the hatchet. To show his sincere intentions towards
Ratsara, he allowed his daughter Vaha to live with her. Niaina: "Because of our
conflict she was unable to have children. With Vaha in the house she will." When I
ask Ratsara for an explanation, she responds: "We believe that children in the house
invite babies."
Almost two years later Ratsara gives birth to a little gid named Zoly.
Niaina and Ratsara now are often seen publicly together. Other free descent villagers
still speak ill of die situation, since they feel that "pure people" and "impure people"
should not mingle. As one villager explained: "Ratsara has become an "impure
person" because she married Sambo, so she should also refrain from having contact
wifli "pure people". Even if it is her brother." Contact with Ratsara's other brothers
and sisters remains limited to chance encounters where they greet each other like
perfect strangers, and then quickly resume their way.
Just behind the hut of Sambo and Ratsara is the dwelling of Andrianasolo (33), his wife
Pclamainty (35) and two family members. I decide to visit Andrianasolo and Pelamainty
when I hear that Pelamainty is ill. When Rafidy Andriana becomes aware of my plan, he
strongly discourages it: "You want to go to Andriamaheva again? It is too far away. You
said so yourself last time you went." Rafidy Andriana is right. My last visit to
Andriamaheva, the oldest descendant of the former royal family in Anjoma, had been for a
ritual cleansing which proved to be quite unpleasant. 19 After a day's hike, I had to wait
while Andriamaheva sought approval from his ancestors, which only arrived in a dream he
had three days later. By this time, I am beginning to suspect that the value of my
information bears a direct relation to the difficult)' in obtaining it. So, I insist on seeing
Pelamainty, taking care nevertheless to promise Rafidy Andriana that I will be sure not to
touch anybody. Obviously not satisfied with my reply, he responds: 'Y'ou behave like a
va^aha ("foreigner") again. There is still a lot you have to learn about fomba gasy."
I visit Pelamainty' on May 24. Ramosa is not present. When I step into the hut, I
realise how tiny it is. It is difficult to conceive how it can accommodate its four
residents: Gilbert and Pelamainty, her brother Mpinona and his daughter. Pelamaintv
is alone upon my arrival. She is prostrate on the floor and seems feverish. I ask howshe is. An unbearable silence. I try to break it by asking more questions, but she
remains mute, which increases my uneasiness. I cannot recall an occasion where I
was so eager to leave. When I finally announce my departure, Pelamainty' seems as
relieved as I am and says: ' W e are migrants as you know. In 1990, we left
Fianarantsoa to start cultivating manioc in Marovato. That is all I can tell you about
us." Outside, I almost b u m p into Andrianasolo, who is about to enter die hut.
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I had to be ritually cleansed on various occasions because I had become an "impure person" due to my
contacts with andevo (see Appendices for a description of the "purification" ritual).
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Instead of greeting me, he states: "That's true. We do come from Fianarantsoa." I
assume that he has been eavesdropping on the whole conversation.
This brief encounter unfortunately represents the only contact I had with
Andrianasolo and Pelamainty during my 1992 field work in Marovato. 'Fo/npon-tanj
Ratema claims to know why Andrianasolo and Pelamainty were so evasive: "His real
name is not Andrianasolo but just Solo. The andriaiKf part he invented himself in
order to appear to be a member of an aiidriana family. I found out about this when I
asked my family in Fianarantsoa about him." 21 Ratema seems proud to have
unmasked Andrianasolo. He furthermore claims to know why they left Fianarantsoa:
"Pelamainty' is olompotsy ("of commoner descent"). Her family tried to prevent the
marriage by asking a high bride price. Solo could not pay for it and arranged to pay it
later in instalments." After Pelamainty's parents died, her aunt kept on complaining
about the bride price. She even heightened it in the hope of finally ridding them of
Solo's undesired presence. He actually did leave, unfortunately with Pelamainty."
Ratema pretends not to feel sorry for Andrianasolo and Pelamainty, but his actions
betray more sympathy towards them than he wants to admit. It was Ratema who
pleaded their case in the to/npon-lanj village council when its members discussed
whether the couple could stay in Marovato. They yielded to his arguments, provided
the couple resided in Western Marovato. Ratema leases them a plot of land.23
In the Northwest of Marovato, another hut is inhabited by a couple allegedly of mixed
origin. The dwelling is home to Maly (68) and his wife Nana (43), their children and a son
from a previous marriage of Maly. I had never met them before, despite the fact that I had
already been living in Marovato for about three months. When I heard that Maly was ill, I
went to see them with Ramosa, on May 29.
Maly and Nana both welcome us with a smile, but they do not shake hands with us.
They know that I have visited most households in the village and have made
extensive inquiries. So, dispensing with the preliminaries, they indicate that they are
prepared to answer my questions.
They tell the tale of their migration to Marovato. They had hoped to gain a fortune in
manioc cultivation, but until today had failed in this quest. They inform us in detail
but when I start asking questions about their marriage, Nana becomes moody: "I
think we will continue this conversation in French." Since all interviews in Marovato
until this moment have been conducted in Malagasy, I am quite surprised to discover
that they are capable of speaking French. But, I immediately discover that Maly does
not understand or speak a word of French and Nana hardly masters the language
cither. I continue in Malagasy, with the assistance of Ramosa: "How many years have
you been married?" Maly interjects: "Nana is my second wife, we married in 1991."
Nana: " N o t at all. I am not even married to this man." Ramosa looks at me in
amazement, then tries to refresh Nana's memory by recalling their marriage feast.
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Referring to noble descent.
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Fianarantsoa is a town 90 kilometres to the Northeast of Marovato.
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In this respect, all villagers in Western Marovato say that they exclusively practice phased bride price
redemption since they do not have the financial means to pay the entire price in one instalment.
23
Andrianasolo was unable to pay Ratema for leasing the land. He subsequently was dispossessed. A few
months later, tompon-tany Mitsiky agreed to lease him a little plot of land.
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But Nana insists that she is not married and in a clear state of desperation orders us
to leave her house. Both Ramosa and I are puzzled by what has just transpired. We
have to turn to other villagers for explanations.
Villagers interrogated respond without exception that Maly is of andevo origin, while
Nana comes from a free descent {olompotsy) family. Nana and Maly supposedly had
been living together for over fifteen years in the town of Ambalavao when they
moved to Marovato. According to my informants, Nana tried to assert Maly's free
origin by giving an eye-catching marriage feast to give the impression that Maly also
was of free descent. Unfortunately, Nana had ignored the fact that tompon-tanj
families in Marovato have regional family networks that reach as far as Ambalavao
and even Fianarantsoa. Soon after the marriage, Maly's descent was allegedly
uncovered. Based on this discover}', the tompon-tanj village council ordered Nana and
Maly to move from the Eastern part to the Western periphery of Marovato.
The heads of tompon-tanj families regard keeping their families "pure" as one of their most
important tasks. "Pure" is understood in the sense that no olona maloto should enter into
their families. "Pure" also means adhering to the dictates of their ancestors as understood
by them. The tompon-tanj are able to sustain the first by arranging marriages for their
children with marriage partners whose genealogical roots can be identified as "free". The
second they claim is achieved by respecting and maintaining the traditions of the ancestors.
Thus, by marginalising the andevo as the "Others", the tompon-tanj try to maintain a "pure"
cultural identity.
The tompon-tanj further entrenched their sentiment of superiority through the process of
monitoring entry of new migrants into the village. As they became the arbiters of
newcomers' arrival, they progressively distanced themselves from their original status as
migrants and assumed the mantle of establishment of Marovato, which they now actively
assert. Also necessary to the tompon-tany maintenance of their superior position is the
corresponding depiction of andevo as "outsiders".2"1 Tompon-tanj describe themselves as the
"backbone" of the Marovato community. The responsibility to ensure that other villagers
live according to the "Malagasy customs" falls upon their shoulders. By presenting
themselves as interpreters of the wishes of the ancestors, they raise their own group to the
position of "guardians of justice". They also perpetuate the myth by condemning the
andevo'% alleged failure to observe the cultural norms of the Betsileo. This will be further
discussed in subsequent chapters. Tompon-tanj of noble descent are particularly vehement in
their negative opinions of the andevo, which are expressed in the form of rhetorical
monologues recited during feasts and ceremonies.
Gossip is another tool employed by the tompon-tanj to enforce compliance of free descent
people while keeping the andevo in their subordinate position. Gossip about the andevo
usually concerns their "misdeeds", but insinuations concerning contacts between "pure
people" and "impure people" also give rise to discussion within the village. Gossip has a
double function. Firstly, it is a mechanism of social control within the established group,
strengthening its internal cohesion. Secondly, "talking bad" about the andevo serves to
confirm their inferior position as "outsiders". Gossip has proven highly effective in
sharpening the social divisions o f Marovato. O n one side are the "pure" tompon-tanj who
claim social recognition as the established group. O n the other side - literally as well as
figuratively - are the "impure" migrants of Western Marovato whom they portray in
scurrilous terms in their effort to identify them as such.
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The terminology of "established" and "outsiders" is taken from Elias and Scotson (1965).
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As the above cases relate, marriage partners sometimes are only later identified as andevo. If
this turns out to be the case, a number of mechanisms are available to solve the problem.
The most important mechanism is determined by the ancestors according to the tompontany. Anyone entering into marriage with an andevo is, and remains, polluted until the
marriage is dissolved. Children born into these marriages are also considered "impure".
This form of pollution, however, cannot be cleansed, as the villagers view it is an impurity
of the blood (ra). For the parent of free descent, this already is sufficient reason to end the
marriage, although a more fatal consequence decides the issue. Upon their death, the
"impure" children and andevo wife/husband cannot be placed in the tomb of the free
descent parent. Therefore, when a man is of free descent, his andevo wife and children may
not be buried in his family tomb. Informants told me that this means that they cannot be
together as a family in the hereafter. This form of exclusion constitutes a highly effective
tool used by people of free descent to ward off "impure people" from their families. These
and other issues concerning villager' perceptions of the hereafter in relation to the family
tomb were not clear to me in 1992. The fact that villagers usually met my queries in this
field with the response that I was not yet ready for the answer, was of little assistance. In
later field work, however, I was deemed to be sufficiently behaving as a Betsileo to be
given more information about these issues. This will be discussed in chapter seven.
Another factor which distinguishes the andevo is the material impoverishment of Western
Marovato. The huts all are of poor quality and, contrary to tompon-tanj families, andevo
possess litde or n o livestock or farming equipment. In the next chapter, I will explain how
the social marginalisation of the andevo is intertwined with the economic relations in the
village.
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